MEGA-BYTE OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS:

MEGA-BYTE is a fully interactive, infra-red remote control, robotic Hound-Droid.
The Ultimate Pet for the 21st Century!

Operating Instructions:-

* Battery Details: Please ensure batteries are inserted correctly (see diagram on reverse of instruction sheet).
* On / Off Button: The On / Off button is a silver bolt located at the rear, right hand side of Mega-Byte's body (see diagram). Turn the bolt anti-clockwise until you hear a little beep to switch on, and clockwise (return to the centre position) to switch off.

Hand Controller Operation:-

* Joystick Control: The twin joysticks on the remote control unit, function to give MEGA-BYTE maximum manoeuvrability.

Press both sticks forward to move forward, pull both sticks back to travel backwards.

Pushing a single stick either forwards or backwards will serve to instruct MEGA-BYTE to turn a wide circle (left or right depending on the stick operated).

Pushing both sticks together in opposite directions will cause MEGA-BYTE to spin on the spot (again left or right depending on the direction of the sticks operated).

Hand Controller Function Buttons:-

* Angry Dog (button 'A' - see diagram): Press this button once for angry barking action with flashing eyes.
* Protect (button 'A' - see diagram): Press and hold this button for protective barking, eyes flashing and short, rapid movements forward and backwards.
* Barking #1 (button 'B' - see diagram): Press this button once for barking with MEGA-BYTE's satellite ears spinning around.
* Barking #2 (button 'B' - see diagram): Press and hold this button for barking with MEGA-BYTE's head swinging side to side and mouth chomping action.
* Short Circuit Behaviour (button 'C' - see diagram): Press this button and MEGA-BYTE goes a little crazy, and behaves like he's blown a fuse.
* Reset Command (button 'D' - see diagram): Press this button once to stop / reset all functions.
* Feeding (button 'D' - see diagram): Press and hold this button for MEGA-BYTE feeding (swallowing) sound effect, with spinning ears.

MEGA-BYTE Guard Function:-

* Guard Function: MEGA-BYTE is programmed with a Guard function allowing him to remain alert, even when you're asleep! The guard function is activated by the same bolt at the On / Off control (see diagram). This time turn the bolt clockwise from the off position until you hear a little beep. MEGA-BYTE will now be in the Guard mode and his sonic sensor will react to noise, causing him to bark at any intruders.

To stop the barking press the Reset bolt at the rear of MEGA-BYTE's body, on the left hand side of the On / Off bolt (see diagram).
To return MEGA-BYTE to normal play mode, turn the On / Off bolt anti-clockwise to the On position.